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If you are a graduate student or a researcher, you definitely know the challenges
involved in composing academic documents. Right from the abstract to the conclusion,
every section must follow a logical structure. Using appropriate language, tense, voice,
and perspective to present your ideas is very important. As a good practice, researchers
prior to writing a manuscript extensively read previously published literature. However,
scanning for the right phrases and then using them as templates to fill in data obtained
from their work can be extremely time-consuming! In the following article we present to
you a “quick reference guide for impressive academic phrases”. Collated from hundreds
of published manuscripts, these frequently used academic phrases are tailored to what
every section of your article should achieve.
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Benefits of Using Tailor-made Academic Phrases

1. Using these phrases will simplify your writing process. You can invest your time
and efforts for something more productive.

2. These phrases will help you write in a clear and concise manner.
3. Ready-made phrases can expedite your process of organizing your data in a

logical manner.
4. There are far less chances of plagiarism as these are generic phrases that find

acceptance across all disciplines.
5. Editors and peer reviewers may find it easier to run through your data when

expressed using standard or conventional phrases. This may assist in speeding up
the review process and increasing your chances of a faster publication.

6. Think about your target audience – busy researchers and academicians! They will
surely enjoy reading a manuscript that is crisp and engaging.

7. Structure of a manuscript is paramount! These phrases may also help you create
a logical framework for your data.

Abstract

Abstract is that element of a manuscript that convinces your reader why your article is
worth reading. It is like a miniature article that clearly states the objectives and briefly
explains all your key findings.

XYZ is the primary/main/leading/major cause of…

XYZ is /are attracting considerable interest/gaining widespread attention due
to…

An intriguing/important/challenging aspect of XYZ is…

As far as we know/to our knowledge this is the first study/no previous
research has investigated…

Very few studies have investigated/have shown/examined/focused on…

One approach /alternative approach to solve these problems…

The aim /overall objective/ultimate goal of…

This paper reports/outlines/proposes/describes/presents a novel approach..

This manuscript examines/focusses on/addresses/investigates/sheds light
on how to..

The aim of this study/work/research was to broaden/widen/extend/further the
current knowledge about…
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Here, we describe/present a simple/novel/radical/effective/interesting
solution for

Introduction and literature review

This section focuses on – what did you investigate and why it is important?
Consequently, you have to provide some background information and thereafter
introduce the aims or arguments of the paper.

An ever-increasing body of literatures shows that..

Very recently, XYZ have provided new evidences for…

Several studies have hypothesized /proposed/put forward..

In recent years, there has been growing/considerable interest in…

The last few years has witnessed/ seen a huge growth in XYZ.

This study constitutes a relatively new area of research which has emerged
from…

In order to elucidate/reveal/understand the XYZ mechanism…

For several years, researchers have been focusing on XYZ in an attempt to
understand…

To address these three gaps in research outlined above, we formulated the
following
research question…

Overall, this review paper puts an emphasis on…

Preliminary/ initial studies on XYZ primarily focused on…

An increase/decrease in factor X was first reported/noted/identified by…

Several studies, for instance [1], [4], and [9]  have
suggested/highlighted/revealed/proposed/demonstrated….

XYZ et al. calculated/analyzed/estimated…

ABC traced the developments/advancements /evolution of XYZ…

PQR maintains/suggests/underlines/argues/suggests that…

Few authors have also suggested that…
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Although there are several studies consistent with XYZ, no study has till date
examined…

Previous studies reported by [A], [B] and [C] cannot be considered
conclusive as….

Studies by XYZ have led to a more profound understanding of…

Only a few studies in literature demonstrate…

To fill this gap in literature, this manuscript/paper identifies…

To develop/establish a novel/effective alternative…

Our findings might be useful/vital/crucial for developing a
simple/effective/cost-effective…method for..

Despite several reviews in the literature that address the importance of XYZ
none of the recently published articles have comprehensively discussed the
important roles of…

While XYZ is well documented in literature ([1],[5],[8],[16]), to date, no
research has…

However, we argue that the reported literature suffers from certain
limitations…

Materials and Methods

This sections provides details about the study site, organisms studies, experimental
design, and computational or statistical methods used to analyze the data.

In our preliminary experiments, we determined that…

This phenomenon was experimentally investigated by…

The principle focus of this experiment was to calculate…

The XYZ strain used in this study was kindly supplied by…

Statistical analyses were performed by using … test with a significance level
of …

Data analysis (regression analysis/correlation studies) and graphical
representations were performed using…

Results and Discussion
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This section discusses all the outcomes relevant to the research question. One needs to
highlight the significance of the results and indicate whether your findings support or
reject the hypothesis.

When analyzing the data, we applied XYZ technique and…

The current study confirmed the findings/found clear support for the…

Our results demonstrated/found evidence that…

From the results it is evident/clear that…

Moreover, the results of the empirical studies showed that…

Additionally, researchers have found a positive/negative
relationship/correlation between…

These findings/results are consistent/in line/in accordance with…

in addition we assessed…, the findings revealed significant differences in…

On the contrary, very few studies have reported…

Equally important is the fact that there is strong correlation between…

The limitations of the present study include…

Although widely accepted, this method suffers from certain limitations ..

It is interesting to note that…

Further investigation/studies are required to precisely/accurately
understand/elucidate…

In addition to these findings, the results of our previous studies
demonstrate…

Conclusions

The conclusions section highlights all the important trends and comparisons identified in
the study. It also states the limitations as well as future recommendations to carry out
subsequent research.

XYZ has shown promising results and thus could be a powerful
technique/tool/method for…

These findings could provide new insights into…
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The significant benefits/key contributions/main achievements of this study
can be summarized as..

We believe that XYZ merits further research to discover/explore… and
potential for…

Also this remains a subject for future studies/experiments.

Although further investigations are needed, the present study contributes to
a better understanding/characterization of…

In this review/article we addressed the current progress and challenges in…

Nevertheless, there are still critical challenges regarding..

Furthermore, XYZ is a domain where much remains to be studied…

As a final remark, it is also vital to mention…

We hope these academic phrases will assist you in the logical development of your
manuscript and making it impactful. Let us know your feedback in the comments section
below!
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